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Introduction:

We started life as a “normal “ functioning Infection Prevention (IP) department.

Bang, COVID arrived. We were split into 3 three teams, never to work together again (or at least during this pandemic). Keen to keep our team together, 

if not physically, then by using fun activities seemed to me to be the best approach .

With our regular IP work continuing, phones constantly ringing and emails, running education sessions (especially regarding the everchanging PPE 

requirements), updating guidelines and developing specific COVID ones, meetings, meetings and more meetings, my colleagues remained professional, 

caring, passionate, knowledgeable but exhausted. 

Method:

As the self-appointed boss of staying sane, I organised many “un” work related team building activities. All were on-line, all were voluntary,“non-invasive”

and “non-touch”. They varied in how much involvement or commitment was required. Based on the not necessarily scientific reasoning that laughter is

the best medicine and it helps to burn calories, we let the games begin.

Background:

In a world that was stressed, especially in Victoria with such long hard lockdowns where everything was grey, being able to laugh together was 

invaluable. We were able to keep contact with colleagues and meet new team members via a safe, if somewhat non-serious environment. These 

activities were received with overwhelming positive feedback. We all have a competitive side and the lure of the chocolate frog prize helped keep 

engagement up but mainly it was just fun. 

What we did:

Below are some of the challenges which were sent out via email to the Infection Prevention teams:

Baby photos

IP quiz

Who is the tallest? Arrange the following team members from tallest to shortest…

•Gillian               Megan

•Sue B               Pauline

•Denise              Chrissy

If you patient has Rhinotillexomania

What it is and how would you treat them?

A: excessive habit of picking one's nose.

Treatment wear white gloves……

Bad socks day Next was a colouring competition.

Not a new concept but for some it was challenge

staying inside the lines

Using only emoji’s write your job description

Decorate a glove Clean out the cupboard:

Bring in something you found

you forgot you had and regift it

We sent photos of our

team to the others 

so they did not forget us

Office treasure hunt

Look inside your drawers/desk 

tray and find the most useless item in

there: 

Box of 6000 short pencils

If you could “borrow” something from your

work neighbour’s desk and not return it,

what would it be?

The highly sort after Ridge mug

Is there alcohol available in your office?

Of course I meant ABHR…

Bling/bad earing day Wear animal print to work
day:

Some days it was just a struggle

But we always managed time to

laugh at ourselves

 

 

Conclusion:

Simple online activities and encouragement to participate appears to have led to improved feelings of staff wellbeing and inclusiveness during a very

difficult time. Staff even participated when they were working from home. The anticipation for the next competition is palpable (or am I dreaming that).

Our teams were fabulous in keeping abreast of all things COVID, often working crazy hours whilst maintaining our expertise with all IP issues and still

having time a for a daily laugh or two.

Note: all staff were happy to have photographs included


